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GERMANS SURPRISED BY RUHR .ATTACK

Last .night's swift ,
saturation attack on Essen took the "'Germans by

surprise. The absence of fighter packs until the bombers were on their way

back, indicated that the Luftwaffe expected another attack on Berlin. The'

ground defences were not strong, although the flak became fiercer as the

bombing went •n.

"It was the quietest trip I’ve over had over the Ruhr," said one

experienced pilot, who took part in the first major attack on Esse* just

over a year ago.
” ’Happy Valley 1 was certannly not its old self last night. ’■

Essen, the headquarters of the great Krupps works, has not been heavily

attacked since tho night of July 25th 1 943* During the battle of the Ruhr,

which opened an the night of March 5th last year, with an attack on Essen,

nearly two thirds of Krupps was either destroyed *r damaged, and by the time

the battle was over, it was estimated that the damage was the equivalent of

a six months' loss of output. Since the:*, the Germans have been methodically

trying to repair some of tho devastation,' and to increase the production of

the works.

To rebuild all the damaged workshops would have taken too long, and in

any case the Reich was suffering from a shortage of both materials and labour.

Tho Germans, therefore, seem to have decided on a compromise. Reconstruction

on a irge scale was not attempted, but repair of the superficial damage went

on even while the battle was still being waged. By September the Germans had

rppaired a good deal of the superficial damage.

Much of tJrC debris had been cleared away, mainly by the Krupps workers

themselves, who were put on to this w*rk when ail production in the factory

was at a standstill, When repair began in earnest, the Gormans seemed to have

given first priority to rolling mills, press shops, and forges with

engineering and machine shops a close second.

Since



Since the battle of the Ruhr, the great industrial damage in Berlin and

in many other German cities, the enemy has become very short of wan material,

and every further loss which Bomber Command can inflict must be regarded as a

capital one. In these even the, much reduced output of Krupps

is of very great importance' to the enemy.

From half way across the North Sea, there was thick haze more than two

miles high. Over Essen were two layers cf cloud - one at 10.000 feet and one

much nearer ground, Both were so thick that searchlights were ineffective.

They tried to light up the-clouds so that we should be silhouetted as we went

in to "bomb," a pilot said.

One minute before his aircraft dropped its bombs, F/Lt, D. Davies, a

Halifax pilot of 'Bargoed, saw an extraordinary explosion which last«d 'from

five to ten seconds, "Somebody.dropped a bulls-eye all right," he said, "The

explosion threw off a yellow light which lit up the whole sky,. It illuminated

the cockpit of our aircraft like day, and in its glare I could see other air-

craft frying all round us."

Another Halifax, hit by flak, caught fire just as it was leaving the’

target, but the Captain brought home his crew safely on three engines, "We

had a fragment of flak through the nose, and I think some more must have

struck the starboard outer engine," said the pilot, F/Sgt, J.H, Wilkinson, 'of

Clitheroe,

"Anyway, the engine caught fire, made some loud bangs, and way back in

the rear-turret the tail-gunner could see the ; flames and sparks shooting past

him. Before I could feather the propeller, the engine overrevved and a loud

screaming noise; began. There is- one way to deal with that, and I brought the

nose up, and just about hung on the propellers. That stopped it, and we

managed to get the fire out with the extinguisher.

"It was impossible to see just how the attack had gone, dense- wasn't he

cloud* We saw more of the results of the bombing at Courtrai .when we were on

the way home. It looked as if those boys had done a good job,"

Two enemy fighters were shot down "by R.G.AJiv-bombers*
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